
You will choose one of the following articles to write about.  You will write two 

paragraphs. ! !      

  **The first paragraph will be a Summary (what it was about) **

 **The second paragraph will be a reaction (what you think about it). ** 

Use your previous worksheets to help you with your requirements.
	 In October, Korie Hoke filed a $1.6 million lawsuit against the Tempe, Ariz., police, 
claiming that it was actually an officer's fault that she, after a New Year's Eve bender (drinking 
heavily), crashed into a cement wall and suffered serious injuries. Hoke had called police to a 
party, upset that she had caught her boyfriend cheating on her, and the officer summoned her 
parents to pick her up. (Hoke was cited only for underage drinking, but she later tested above the 
blood-alcohol legal limit.) The officer, after obtaining Hoke's promise that she would await her 
parents and after searching Hoke and her car and finding no car key (Hoke had hidden it), left the 
scene. Hoke then drove away and crashed, and now claims it was the officer's fault for not 
staying with her. 

  The next time Scott Davies makes a motivational deal with his pupils, he might want to do 
it in springtime.
 The principal spent a frigid night on the roof of Harrington Park School in Harrington Park, 
N.J., after students met his challenge to read 10,000 books months before he expected them to. 
The school has about 700 pupils in kindergarten through eighth grade.
 Davies had agreed to let them choose their reward, and they decided to shave the school's 
"HP" logo in his hair and send him on a rooftop camping excursion.
 Davies, 40, headed up after school ended Thursday with a tent and a sleeping bag.  "I knew 
it would be cold. But I didn't know it would be that cold," he said.
 Temperatures plunged into the 20s Thursday night and Friday morning, but Davies — 
somewhat steeled by several years of living in Montana — said he managed to get a few hours of 
sleep.
 Pupils and their families bestowed him with hot chocolate and other goodies, stopping by 
into the night and early morning." I felt so bad. I was out there this morning with, like, tons of 
jackets on, and he was up there with a tent," said Mary Wyley, a sixth grader.
 As he thawed out, Davies said the chill was worth it.  "If it encourages them to read, then I 
would do it all again," he said. "Just not tonight."
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Requirements

Open a blank canvas and save your document as P(2 or 4) 7-6 Last Name First 

Name

Create a text box for a header and place WP6 in the center.

You have placed your name, date, and period in the right hand side of the header.

Your entire paper is double spaced.

Your summary is at least five sentences.

Your summary is any font, size, and color you wish.

Your reaction is at least five sentences.

Your reaction is in a different font, size, and color than your summary.

Your summary and reaction are in separate paragraphs.

Your spelling and grammar are correct.

You will list three facts about the article below your last paragraph with some type of 

bullet in front of each.

Facts must be in complete sentences in a different font, size, and color than your 

summary and reaction

Include at least one picture that has to do with your article.

Make sure it has either a shadow, frame, or reflection.
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